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Tackling Ghana’s Pediatric
Blindness Backlog 

Polly Braden / Orbis

Hope arrived for little Hakeema when 
our Flying Eye Hospital touched 
down in Ghana and she finally 
received the surgery that enabled 
her to see her mother's face.

The volunteers aboard the Flying 
Eye Hospital spent 18 days in 
Ghana’s capital, Accra.

Her surgery a complete success, 
Hakeema’s smile tells the world just 
how easily and inexpensively sight 
can be saved or restored! 

Paul McKelvey / Orbis

Geoff  Oliver Bugbee / Orbis

Polly Braden / O
rbis

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is depriving 
countless thousands of children in the world’s 
poorest countries of their one shot at receiving 
time-critical sight-saving surgery. While no one can 
foresee the long-term effects of COVID-19 for eye 
care in either Ghana or around the world, the early 
signs are that sufferers’ need for quality diagnosis 
and treatment remains as urgent as ever.

Approximately 6,300 Ghanaian kids are needlessly 
blind and easily curable. With only three trained 
pediatric ophthalmologists, the country’s need for 
children’s eye health services is immense. Twenty-
two-month-old Hakeema was just one of thousands 
of the affected youngsters. 

As her eyes used to point in different directions 
and bright light caused her to flinch, this little girl 
once found the world an unimaginably scary place. 
Hope finally arrived when our Flying Eye Hospital 
visited Ghana a few months before lockdown and 
Hakeema received the surgery that enabled her to 
see her mother's face clearly for the first time. 

While Ghana’s eye health community continues to 
make encouraging progress, there are many more 
Hakeemas who still urgently require our – and 
your – help. Your donation will enable us to fund 
regular screenings, much-needed equipment and 
eyeglasses for local schoolkids. You will also enable 
us to support local teaching hospitals in saving and 
restoring sight both now and for the future.

A few days after the 25-minute operation via which 
an Orbis volunteer restored her sight, Hakeema 
was all smiles! A future that once seemed so 
dark and scary was suddenly bright with exciting 
possibilities.
 
Watching her daughter happily play with her 
neighbors’ kids, Hakeema’s mum told us, “Before 
Hakeema’s surgery, my whole family was terrified 
about what might go wrong! Thank you so much 
Orbis donors and volunteers for making her surgery 
a success and restoring her confidence.”

Orbis has been partnering with Ghana’s Komfo 
Anokye Teaching Hospital (KATH) since 2014. 
Before we did so, kids like Hakeema had little or no 
chance of obtaining any kind of pediatric eye care. 
Having shared skills with their KATH counterparts, 
our volunteer eye care specialists have now helped 
restore the sight of thousands of young Ghanaians. Learn More

Geoff  Oliver Bugbee / Orbis
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Microsoft Flight Simulator 
is Partnering with Orbis

Cybersight Puts a World 
of Expertise at Trainees’ 
Fingertips

www.orbis.org/partnersinsight_en     

By making a donation of HK$500 per month to 
support Orbis Flying Eye Hospital programs, you will 
help subsidize surgeries for patients and train eye 
care professionals.

www.orbis.org/supportstation_en     

Please support our pioneering “Orbis MD-10 Support 
Station” online shopping/donation platform! There 
you can sponsor resources essential for surgeries 
on board the Flying Eye Hospital or choose your 
unique souvenirs to deliver the gift of sight.

Orbis

Saving Sight in
Bangladesh’s Refugee Camps

Donate

HK$500
per month

Although he’s just 11, Ayat’s life is overflowing with 
more tragedy and hardship than most of us could ever 
imagine. Abandoned by his father when he was still 
a toddler, Ayat’s eyesight began to grow increasingly 
blurry before he turned four. Two years later, 
escalating violence in his Myanmar homeland forced 
his entire family to flee to neighboring Bangladesh.

Ayat’s mum describes her and her loved ones being 
able to reach the Rohingya refugee camp over the 
border as “a miracle.” With their only income support 
from aid organizations, the family despaired of ever 
being able to meet the cost of the eye care Ayat 
needed so desperately.

Not long after their arrival at Rohingya, came a 
loudspeaker announcement that would change 
Ayat and his family’s lives forever.  Barely able to 
believe the message that free eye treatments were 
being provided by Orbis, they all rushed to our Vision 
Center so Ayat could have his eyes checked. Having 
established that cataracts had left the boy blind in 
his right eye, the camp optometrist referred Ayat to 
the Chittagong Eye Infirmary and Training Complex. 
While there, the boy received the surgery that has 
totally transformed his life.

Still over the moon about being able to see properly 
again, Ayat told us, “Thank you Orbis donors and 
doctors for providing the operation that has given me 
fresh hope!”  His mother is equally humbled by our 
donors’ generosity in meeting the cost of an operation 
they would otherwise never have been able to afford, 
“In addition to paying for Ayat’s operation, Orbis also 
took care of transporting us to and from his five-day 

hospital stay in Chittagong,” she said.

Ayat thanks everyone involved in Orbis for not only 
returning his vision, but also teaching him and his 
family the hand washing, mask wearing and social 
distancing guidelines that are now safeguarding 
them against COVID-19.

The Orbis team at Rohingya camp’s eye screening center is 
bringing hope for thousands of otherwise helpless refugees.

Needless blindness adds to many refugees’ hardships in life.

Geoff Oliver Bugbee / Orbis

Geoff Oliver Bugbee / Orbis

August 2021
When she was 10, Mongolian girl 
Bulgan Orgilsaikhan’s eyes were 
poorly patched up after she suffered 
a horrific eye injury in a car accident. 
As her homeland had no doctors with 
the specialist skills required to save 
her sight, Bulgan had to wait a full 
year for our Flying Eye Hospital to 
offer her the level of care she needed. 

Able to once again excel in school, 
Bulgan was finally free to pursue 
her dreams. Eventually, she went to 
Canada, graduated from college and 
became a successful entrepreneur.

Determined to pay her good fortune 
forward, Bulgan helps Orbis in many 
different ways: she not only serves on 
our Canadian office’s board, she also 
regularly travels back to Mongolia as a 
translator and eye health ambassador.

Thanks to Bulgan’s linguistic skills, 
Cybersight is now ensuring Mongolian 
doctors are benefitting from the same 
high quality training as those in other 
parts of the world.

September 2021

With populations worldwide not only 
growing in size but also living longer, 
there’s been a measurable increase 
in serious blindness-causing illnesses 
such as diabetic retinopathy. Sadly, 
sufferers’ need for timely treatment 
is yet another victim of the pandemic. 

In China, a staggering 10% (around 
100 million people) of the country’s 
population has diabetes. Roughly 
30,000,000 of sufferers are at risk 
of going blind because of diabetic 
retinopathy.

Partners like FedEx have long 
played a major role in helping Orbis 
to deliver quality ophthalmic training 
to the developing nations whose 
doctors need it most. 

We are now pioneering live virtual 
lectures from top international eye 
care specialists that are building 
skillsets of developing countries’ 
eye doctors in identifying, managing 
and treating visual problems.

321

July 2021

Microsoft Flight Simulator is 
partnering with Orbis to give aviation 
fans a unique opportunity to virtually 
tour our famous Flying Eye Hospital.

A converted MD-10 cargo jet, this 
fully accredited teaching hospital 
and its state-of-the-art operating 
and laser treatment rooms, 
simulation center, classroom and 
AV suite now crisscross the globe 
sharing advanced eye care skills 
everywhere they touch down.

The training of local eye care 
professionals via virtual reality 
simulations such as artificial eyes 
and mannequins has proved 
vital during the plane’s enforced 
grounding during the pandemic.

Eager to learn more about our Flying 
Eye Hospital’s mission? Then our 
free tours are now “boarding” via 
in-game news links or the Microsoft 
Flight Simulator Marketplace.

OrbisGeoff  Oliver Bugbee / Orbis
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Pioneering New Virtual 
Flying Eye Hospital 
Project Fights Diabetic 
Retinopathy

Geoff  Oliver Bugbee / Orbis
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Our collaborative blindfold workshops with 
leading corporations and organizations 
have long been amongst our most popular 
fundraising initiatives. In addition to giving 
participants a better understanding of the 
challenges facing the visually impaired, 
such gatherings strengthen corporate 
team bonding and improve staff wellbeing 
by sharing with attendees about eye care 
tips. Like to support our global sight-saving 
mission? We’ll be happy to tell you all you 
need to know!

Prominently positioning Orbis donation 
boxes in shops and offices and donating 
the small change that accumulates inside 
is another easy and effective way of 
supporting us help our world’s visually 
impaired. Call us today to find out more!

Christmas 2021 marks our first ever 
collaboration with renowned local coffee 
roasters, 18 Grams, Coco Espresso and 
Espresso Alchemy. Rich with coffee beans 
from Ethiopia where Orbis has worked for more 
than 20 years, the end result is a limited-edition 
Single Origin Coffee Drip Bag Christmas Box 
Set! Practically a gift in itself, the set’s exquisite 
presentation box is alive with Ethiopian design 
elements including hidden letters spelling 
“ORBIS”. Delight your loved ones and help the 
blind by ordering your gift sets today!

For the last three years, several loyal fans 
of singer Zhou Shen have set up an Orbis 
online fundraising page to celebrate their 
hero’s September 29 birthday. This year 
alone, they raised a whopping HK$92,929 
to bring light to the world’s needlessly 
blind. Eager to make more of your special 
days by illuminating needlessly blind lives? 
Then please take a minute to set up a 
personal online fundraising page on our 
website!

With many countries still imposing entry 
restrictions, our Cybersight online medical 
platform continues to work wonders by 
enabling doctors across the developing 
world to consult experienced international 
medical volunteers. We’ve recently also 
assisted over 200 partner hospitals in 
setting up pandemic prevention protocols 
to safeguard both their staff and patients. 
Like to help? Please support us by 
donating your last hour’s salary for 2021!

Marking our upcoming 40th anniversary, 2022 will see us once again collaborate with much-
loved brand, SmileyWord and present an exclusive range of “Let Happiness Fly” CNY gifts. 
Available from January onwards, the many unique attractions on offer include Orbis raffle 
tickets, Lai See packets and handmade cookies. Highlighting our latest landmark, individual 
designs will showcase our and our donors and volunteers’ dedication in bringing hope and joy 
to the world’s people these last four decades! We’ll also be joining hands with SmileyWorld 
and popular Taiwanese household name, TenRen’s Tea and offering delicious handmade 
cookie sets in six irresistible flavors including a delicious new Black Tea variant! Share your 
festive happiness with your loved ones by ordering our CNY gifts today!

Orbis Chinese New Year (CNY) Fortune Sales
January 9 – March 4, 2022

Orbis Online
Fundraising Page
All Year Round

#Lasthour
December

Taste of Ethiopia
Xmas Charity Sale
December
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Donation Box Placement
All Year Round

www.orbis.org/hkonline-fundraising-enwww.orbis.org/christmassales_en www.orbis.org/lasthour_en

www.orbis.org/asiamilesiredeemwww.orbis.org/corpfundraise_en 2508 7037  Ms. Liu

Orbis

Blindness-causing Eye Floater Symptoms 
You Can’t Afford to Ignore

High myopia
(600 degrees or above)

Family history of
retinal detachment 

Frequent rubbing of
one’s eyes

Key risk factors for
retinal detachment:

To coincide with World Sight Day (WSD) 2021, Orbis 
joined forces with the Hong Kong Ophthalmological 
Society (HKOS) and undertook an online survey of 
3,578 Hongkongers. Aimed at evaluating awareness 
of eye floater-related visual impairment, the survey 
indicated a disturbing 75% of those questioned (2,667) 
had symptoms of eye floaters. Of equal concern was the 
fact that roughly 70% of these respondents did not think 
the problem justified their seeking medical attention. 
Saying they thought eye examinations for the condition 
were unnecessary, a further 30% of those questioned 
ignored the fact that serious cases of eye floaters were 
an early warning sign of major eye diseases.

The survey went on to reveal that some 648 
respondents showed additional symptoms of the 
malignant eye floaters associated with retinal 
detachment. Specific examples included seeing 
flashes and peripheral visual field loss. HKOS 
Council Member, Dr Iu Pui Leung Lawrence said that 
the 74% of this group who ignored such symptoms 
underlined how dangerously low awareness of the 
risk of eye floater-related eye disease really was.

Eye floaters usually form due to degeneration and 
resultant shrinking and liquefaction with condensation 
of the transparent jelly-like vitreous body inside the 
eyeball. In normal cases, bright light causes this 
condensation to cast shadows onto the retina that then 
appear as eye floaters in sufferers’ field of vision. In 
especially critical cases, the appearance of eye floaters 
might be an early indication of the onset of major visual 
problems arising from retinal detachment. In addition 
to large numbers of eye floaters, warning signs of 
more serious problems include visual flashes and loss 

of peripheral vision. Dr. Iu recommends that anyone 
exhibiting such symptoms may have malignant eye 
floaters and should seek immediate medical attention.

Dr. Iu concluded that Hongkongers who failed to get 
their eyes checked seriously underestimated the danger 
of eye floaters. In doing so, they measurably increased 
their likelihood of retinal detachment causing lasting 
damage to their eyes’ delicate macula and central vision. 
The best way to protect oneself against such severe 
visual problems is to ensure early disease management 
and prevention by booking a regular eye examination.

Learn More

G
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www.orbis.org/cnysales_en 2595 0263

Corporate Blindfold Events 
All Year Round

Don’t want to let those unused air miles go 
to waste during lockdowns? Why not use 
them to benefit our sight-saving initiatives 
across the developing world by logging 
on to our “Asia Miles” iRedeem platform.  
Once there, simply exchange your miles 
for supplies or donations our volunteers 
can then use to transform needlessly blind 
lives!

Asia Miles Donation 
All Year Round
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Q: You’ve also decided to leave a 
legacy to Orbis in your will. Can you 
share your thought with us?
A: In 2019, I redrafted my will to not only 
benefit my loved ones, but also worthy 
causes such as Orbis. Enabling each of 
us to continue contributing to our world 
after we leave it, legacy donations are 
an easy but vitally important way of 
helping the less fortunate. For me, the 
most important thing about Orbis’s work 
is that opening needlessly blind eyes 
is only the beginning. Those whose 
sight Orbis saves can not only take 
better care of themselves but also their 
families. As the old saying has it "giving 
someone a fish simply feeds them for a 
day. Teaching them how to fish benefits 
them for the rest of their lives.” 

Q: While you retired very early, you seem 
to have become incredibly productive in 
later life. Why might that be?
A: Early retirement enabled me to 
devote the next stage of my life to 
charitable work. Having joined the 
board of TRaiNX Charity Foundation 
Limited, I’ve learned all about decision-
making for different projects. As a 
volunteer for the Brothers and Sisters 
in Christ Foundation’s “Project Amen”, 
I can contribute to fulfilling the wishes 
of those with life-threatening illnesses. 
I’ve learned a lot and enriched myself 
during the two-year Master of Arts in 
Religious Studies at CUHK. Fortunate 
that my retirement life is so rewarding, 
I’m determined to keep trying new 
things as I go about identifying my 
goals and pursuing my dreams. 
Whenever I face difficulties, I always 
remind myself “Try to remain true to 
yourself and your ideals!”

Q: What were your earliest impressions 
of Orbis?
A: I initially learned about Orbis via 
an advertisement years ago. I was 
amazed by the brilliant idea of inviting 
volunteer medical professionals to 
help crew a plane that delivered eye 
care services to developing countries. 
Their selfless devotion in opening 
needlessly blind eyes moved me a lot.

Q: You’ve now been supporting Orbis 
since 1996 and in recent years have 
made several large donations to 
our missions. What inspired you to 
become a long-term donor? 
A: There are huge disadvantages 
facing visually impaired people across 
the developing world. I want to help 
to ensure sufferers could access the 
simple sight-restoring surgery they 
needed to turn their lives around.

Q: China, Mongolia, Vietnam, Nepal, 
Bangladesh and Ethiopia are just a 
few of the sight-saving missions you’ve 
donated to. You even joined an Orbis 
See-n-Feel tour to Vietnam in 2018. 
Any memories you’d like to share? 
A: As a healthy Hongkonger, I am 
grateful to Orbis for opening my eyes 
to just how blind people in developing 
countries must suffer when it comes 
to accessing a decent standard of eye 
care! That inspired me to do all I could 
to help while I was still able. For ten 
years before I took early retirement, I 
donated 10% of my monthly salaries 
to charities such as Orbis via Christian 
tithes. I invited several like-minded 
friends to visit Orbis’s sight-saving work 
in Vietnam in the hope that they’d join 
me in supporting the needlessly blind.

A conversation with passionate Orbis donor, May Cheung
Questions: Orbis      Answers: May Cheung

In 2014, May organized a 
blindfold dinner to share our 
sight-saving mission with her 
colleagues.

May Cheung (on the left) is a long-term passionate donor of Orbis.

Orbis

Thanks to the selfless donation of our supporters so that 
Orbis can continue our work. We are grateful for every 
contribution, regardless of its size. Major gifts allow us to 
quicken our pace and build strong medical systems in areas 
in lack of eye care services, putting an end to avoidable 
blindness and changing the fate of the visually impaired.

Major Gift to
a Specific Project

Remember to take care
of your eyes

We’re delighted to report that Polyvision Eye Care Centres 
have once again agreed to provide Orbis monthly donors 
with “Comprehensive Eye Examination” at the exclusive 
Orbis price of HK$400! Available for all monthly donors 
from January 1 to December 31, 2022, the examination 
covers refractive status, binocular and color vision, intra-
ocular pressure, ocular health and fundus photography. 
To take the advantage of this offer, simply present the 
enclosed 2022 membership card at any PolyVision Eye 
care Center across Hong Kong. For further details, please 
visit www.orbis.org/hkeyecheck or call PolyVision on 2866 9660 
to make an appointment.

Geoff Oliver Bugbee / Orbis

www.orbis.org/majorgift_en
2508 7008  Ms. Lee

Support the Orbis 
legacy donation 
program!

Like to set aside part of 
your inheritance, insurance 
payout or condolence fund 
for Orbis? To find out how 
you or your deceased 
loved one’s kindness can 
benefit the needlessly 
blind, please call Ms. Lee 
on 2508 7008 or visit: 
www.orbis.org/legacyinfo !
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community.hk@orbis.org

hkg.orbis.org/en/communityservices

2508 7025

This year’s SAC encompasses a series of informative 
online lectures, discussions and blind tours which 
will encourage local students to nurture their 
organizational and leadership skills. By supporting 
our global sight-saving mission and becoming global 
citizens, participants will also support the UN in 
reaching its Sustainable Development Goals.

In addition to “A Dialogue with Orbis" seminar, other 
key activities of this year’s SAC will include the 
organizing of fundraising activities at schools, tours, 
volunteer opportunities and the chance to join on 
Orbis overseas mission. 

Interested students should form 2 to 8-member 
strong teams and devise fundraising activities for 
their schoolmates. SAC 2021-22 is open to all local 
senior secondary and tertiary school students and 
this year’s enrolment deadline is January 31, 2022. 

In addition to a Top Fundraising Award for the 
Champion, 1st and 2nd runner-up, prizes on offer 
include two Outstanding Fundraising Project Awards 
and two Social Media Influence Awards. All SAC 
participants will be recognized with a certificate, 
student ambassador badge and have their social 
service hours recorded on their student records. 

With the pandemic still raging 
globally, SAC 21-22 will encourage 
greater interaction and engagement 
by adopting a blended learning 
model integrating both online and 
offline activities.

Committed to Hong Kong-wide blindness prevention, 
Orbis welcomes all organizations eager to support 
its latest locally-focused initiatives. By attending one 
of our ever-popular blindfold challenges, participants 
can also experience the many hardships blind people 
must battle every day and so learn why they should 
take better care of their sight.

The new campaign has been proved very popular with 
leading local institutions such as The HK Institute of 
Surveyors, The HK Playground Association, and Free 
Methodist Church Leung Tin Children & Youth Integrated 
Services Centre. The various activities on offer are all 
structured so those taking part can take it in turns to wear a 
blindfold and later help their temporarily “sightless” partner. 

Novel approaches to blindfold challenges have 
included the HK Institute of Surveyors’ cake baking 
workshop and the HK Playground Association’s 
sandwich making session. Members of the Methodist 
Church Leung Tin Children & Youth Integrated 
Services Centre went one step further by asking 
attendees to paint while blindfolded! While such tasks 
proved tricky even with a partner to help, everyone 
tried their very best and came away with far more 
empathy for the plight facing the needlessly blind.

Orbis is always delighted to hear from local partners 
who can suggest even more impactful ways to 
promote the importance of blindness prevention.  
Got a great idea or simply like to learn more? Then 
please contact our communications team today.

Leadership: Orbis Student 
Ambassador Campaign (SAC) 
2021 - 22

Community Campaign Favored 
by Various Organizations

Orbis Campus Orbis Community

Campaign
website

Orbis World Sight Day (WSD) 2021 – Keeping an Eye on Eyesight

Orbis Orbis Orbis

Orbis

In the run up to WSD 2021, Orbis collaborated with Xbox, Wings 
Flight Academy and OxyAir to organize the Orbis Interactive 
Exhibition 2021 at YOHO Mall on 8 – 14 October. In addition to 
engaging experiences such as VR games and a flight simulator, 
there were various items for charity sale. The event was a great 
success, with all funds raised now being used to support key 
global sight-restoring efforts.

“We are delighted to extend our full support to Orbis 
World Sight Day 2021, transforming lives by bringing 
hope and healing to the needlessly blind patients.”
— Key Partner 
Ms. Emily Chang, Director, BB Group Company Limited.

“It is important for the community to join hands and fight 
against blindness. Collyer is proud to support Orbis 
in the sight-saving mission, lighting up the lives of the 
visually impaired.”
— Key Partner 
Mr. Hanspeter Kerner, Director, Collyer Logistics 
International Ltd.

“Orbis’s commitment in elimination of needlessly 
blindness in developing world is appreciated. Wilson 
Group is delighted to contribute in their programs 
around the world.”
— Partner
Mr. Tony Ko, Chairman, Wilson Group

“Chen Yang Foo Oi Foundation Limited is always willing 
to help those unfortunately blind or sight impaired 
persons by helping Orbis.”
— Supporter
Chen Yang Foo Oi Foundation

Sharing from Sponsors 

Generously supported by some 11,000 individuals and 200 organizations, WSD 2021 was a great success, 
raising around HK$5,270,000 for our global sight-saving programs. We would like to express our heartfelt 
gratitude to everyone whose compassion is now helping countless thousands of needlessly blind people 
worldwide to see a beautiful future.

The audience at our ninth annual WSD Award Ceremony on Thursday, 28 October was swelled by several 
VIPs. In addition to event MC, Ms. Season Wong, they included Dr. Iu Pui Leung, Lawrence, Councilor of 
Hong Kong Ophthalmological Society and Orbis Sight Star, Ms. Rosina Lam.  During her speech, Rosina 
recalled her personal experience of retinal degeneration and shared several simple but effective sight 
safeguards. It was also our great honor to present certificates acknowledging the great contributions made 
by the day’s key sponsors and award-winning organizations. By working together, ourselves, our donors, 
supporters and volunteers are continuing to make a real difference in battling blindness in all its forms. And 
the more Hongkongers who join us, the bigger and more lasting that difference will be! 

Orbis Interactive Exhibition

Orbis

Orbis
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Donation
One-off donation HK$

Chinese

Monthly donation HK$

Corporate Donation (CY2173211) Personal Donation (CY2170863)

Name/Company Name

Chinese Name

Contact Person Daytime Telephone No.

HKID Card No.Date Of Birth
(To avoid donor record duplication) 

Postal Address

Donor Number  (if applicable)

Postal Address

Email Address

Language of communication English

Cheque No.
(Please make cheque payable to “Project Orbis International, Inc.”)

www.orbis.org/donate-onlineOnline Donation

Office SponsorAction Partner

Caring Partner

Credit Card

Visa Master UnionPay AE

Credit Card Number

Card Valid Until MM YY

Card Holder’s name

Card Issuing Bank

Card Holder’s Signature Date

Please ensure that you sign the form and any alternations the same way as you sign your credit card account.

Receipt Accumulated donations of HK$100 or above annually are tax deductible with a receipt in Hong Kong.  
For monthly donations, an annual receipt will be issued in April to help you pursue your tax return

send by mail send by email do not send me a receipt
Please specify the recipient if it is different from the donor:_____________________________________
Orbis regrets that it cannot provide receipts to donors who fail to provide either their name or address/email.

 (Should be valid for the next three months)

Monthly Donation My authorization for Orbis to debit the above amount from my credit card account monthly will 
continue after the expiry date of the credit card and with the issuance of a new card until further notice.

All data will be kept strictly confidential. For more information on privacy policy, please visit www.orbis.org/hkprivacypolicy. 
Any personal data collected will be used for receipting, updates about sight-restoring initiatives, fundraising and/or 
event promotion purposes only. If you do not wish to receive: 1. □ all mailings from Orbis;  2. □ all emails from Orbis, 
please mark an “X” in the opt-out box and return to us either by post, email or fax. 

Please send the completed form to GPO Box 7419, Hong Kong. Credit card donation can be made by faxing this 
coupon to (852) 2858 8888 instead of posting.

World Sight Day 2021

Top 5 Fundraising Organizations

Top 5 Organizations with the Most Participants

World Sight Day Exhibition 2021

Organizations for donating HK$50,000 or more in cash or gifts-in-kind between May 2021 and October 2021

Commemorative Program - Wedding

Darkness to Go 2021

Gigi & Kay, Irene & Steve, Jake & Ken, Mr & Mrs Tam, Ms. Angel Lam & Mr. Jay So, Ms. Christy Lam & Mr. Anthony Lo,
Ms. Erica Yuen & Mr. Ken Lam, Ms. Gillian Wong & Mr. Steven Lo, Ms. Lai Man Si Mancy & Mr. Choy Nim Hang,
Ms. Lee Hiu Yee Aya & Mr. Mok Ka Chun Sonny, Ms. Sharon Fok & Mr. Simon Yau, Ms. Tang Wing Yi & Mr. Chow Chi Chiu

Darkness to Go Action Partner |  JSELECT, Kabushikigaisha Limited, LANE EIGHT, L’OCCITANE en Provence,
LOTY health, Outback Steakhouse, THERMOS, VALPAINT
Darkness to Go Caring Partner  |  Germ Killer
Darkness to Go Partner  |  AJIA, Casablanca, CHILLZ-ONLINE, Dahlia Flower Market, Dayone Studio, euro go go,
Foremind Printing & Packaging, Gyu-Kaku, Gyu-Kaku Jinan-Bou, HABITŪ, JHC, Lemurian Heart, Little Prince Art, Luna Cake,
MADERA CAFÉ, Mou Mou Club, On-Yasai, Peace Cuisine, Printer 888 Limited, Satay King, SCANFC, Smartech, Venchi
Website Support  |  SHOPLINE

Agnes b HK Limited, Asia Miles Limited, BB Group Company Limited, Buddhist Vajrayana Charity Funds Association, Carl Zeiss Far East Co Ltd, Cathay Pacific Airways Limited,
Chan Cheung Mun Chung Charitable Fund Ltd, Chan Wing Kan Trustees Incorporated, City Super Ltd, CLP Power Hong Kong Ltd, Cyts-Spirit Logistics Ltd, DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited,
Dong Rong Industrial (HK) Limited, Ecolab Limited, Hong Kong Shin Yat Tong Moral Association, Hong Kong Society for the Promotion of Virtue, Hopeful Rubber Manufacturing Co Ltd,
HSBC Trustee (Hong Kong) Limited, ICBC (Asia), Jointed-Heart Ltd, King's View Jewellery Limited, L’Occitane, Lee Fat Chung Luk Yam Sun Kung, Leonard K L Heung & Co Solicitors,
LGT Bank (Hong Kong), Main Plan Ltd, New Cynosure Co Ltd, Next Sourcing Ltd, Optical 88 Limited, Perfect Medical Health Management Limited, PITC Home & Garden,
Sinopec (Hong Kong) Petrol Filling Station Co Ltd, Sunny Creations Ltd, Tai Hing Catering Group, The Divine Grace Foundation Ltd, The Hong Kong Mantra Institute For Lay Women,
Universe Watch Trading Co Ltd, Wai Yuen Tong Medicine Company Limited, Winga Garment Factory, Wise Fine Enterprise Limited, Young Chi Wan Foundation Ltd, YTT Charity Fund Limited

Key Partner |  BB Group Company Limited
Collyer Logistics International Limited
Partner  |  Wilson Group
Supporter  |  Chan Cheung Mun Chung Charitable Fund Limited,
Chen Yang Foo Oi Foundation Ltd., Sunny Creations Limited
Sponsor  |  Decca (China) Ltd, HAIR AGAIN 2000,
Samily Group Company Limited

Champion  |  Collyer Logistics International Limited
First Runner-up  |  BB Group Company Limited
Second Runner-up  |  Wilson Group
Third Runner-up  |  Sunny Creations Limited
Fourth Runner-up  |  Buddhist Vajrayana Charity Funds 
Association

Champion  |  Inland Revenue Department Sports Association 
First Runner-up  |  Buildings Department 
Second Runner-up  |  Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited 
Third Runner-up  |  Optical 88 Limited
Fourth Runner-up  |  Canon Hong Kong Company Limited

Special Thanks  |  Forever Nice Group Holdings Limited,
Wings Flight Academy, Xbox, YOHO MALL

Orbis Virtual Walk for Sight 2021

Commemorative Program - Birthday

Orbis Mid-Autumn Charity Sales

Individual Fundraising Page or Initiative

Corporate Sponsor  |  Nimble Charity Foundation Limited, OneAsia Network Limited
Gift-in-Kind Sponsor  |  Wai Yuen Tong Medicine Company Limited,
Pearl's, ProVet, L’Occitane, OKIAN Optical Company Limited,
Lexington Limited, NESTLÉ  HK LTD, Tempo,
Island Shangri-La, Hong Kong, Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong Kong, Crayola
Virtual Events Technology Partner  |  VRace24
Media Partner  |  BBG Promotion Limited, HK01 Company Limited,
ilovemama (Boom Marketing Solutions Limited),
Parenting Headline Limited, Parents Daily (SinoDelta Limited),
Sunday Kiss (New Media Services Consultant Co Limited)

Cayson Chan, Chan Yau Tsun, Chan Yau Wai, Chiu Tsz Lam Sonia,
Lee Chiyo, Mak Kwan Yee Juner, Miss May Chan, Mr. Lee Pok Kit,
Mr. Qiu Feng Ze, Mr. Tin Chun Bun, Mr. Yan Ho Yin Samuel,
Ms. Cheung Yee Ling, Ms. Karina Law, Ms. Kennis Chan,
Ms. Lam Wai Man Mellins, Ms. Lo Oi Lin

Main Sponsor  |  Kee Wah Bakery Limited
Illustration  |  DIN-DONG
Markekting Partner |  Pinkoi.com
Digital Partner  |  AlipayHK, The GULU

KYON. J, Mr. Dick So, Zhou Shen HKFC
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